
 

Cleaning up cellular trash helps hearts
recover after heart attacks
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Photomicrograph showing heart tissue taken from the biopsy of a heart attack
patient. Johns Hopkins Medicine researchers have shown that after a heart
attack, cardiac muscle cells produce lots of CHIP (seen as green in the photo), a
protein that clears away the “trash” of misfolded, damaged proteins to improve
recovery. The nucleus of each cell shows as blue. Credit: Johns Hopkins Institute
of CardioScience

In a new study, Johns Hopkins Medicine researchers have shown how an
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enzyme can activate and engage a "trash and recycling system" in heart
cells to help patients better recover from a heart attack. The researchers
say in their study, published in Nature Communications, that they believe
this system could be modified and used to clean up damaged and
misfolded proteins that accumulate in heart cells and eventually become
toxic.

The researchers found that the enzyme protein kinase G, which ramps up
after a heart attack, influences CHIP (carboxyl terminus of
Hsc70-interacting protein) to help move misfolded, damaged proteins to
the proteasome, the "recycling plant" of the cell. Based on this finding,
the researchers showed that CHIP—modified by protein kinase G or
genetically changed to mimic this modification—has enhanced ability to
clear the damaged proteins. Subsequently, they explain, this prevents
progress to heart failure after an attack.

The discovery came when lead author, Mark Ranek, Ph.D., assistant
professor of medicine at the Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, studied mice genetically engineered to block protein kinase G
from being turned on after a heart attack. He noticed that CHIP protein
levels were much lower than normal, and misfolded/damaged proteins
accumulated in greater number in the mouse hearts. This meant that
CHIP was a key factor in clearing the damaged proteins. Further
supporting the connection was the fact that blocking protein kinase G
weakened CHIP's function, while turning on the kinase or using
mutations to mimic that it was protective.

"Because CHIP is so small and easy to work with, we think that it will be
possible to develop its genetic mutation form into a gene therapy that
could be used to treat not only heart disease, but also diseases like
Parkinson's or Alzheimer's that also result from the buildup of misfolded
proteins, but in this case in the brain," says David Kass, M.D., the
Abraham and Virginia Weiss Professor of Cardiology at the Johns
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Hopkins University School of Medicine.

Kass and his team have applied for a patent related to the development
of such a therapy.

  More information: Mark J. Ranek et al. CHIP phosphorylation by
protein kinase G enhances protein quality control and attenuates cardiac
ischemic injury, Nature Communications (2020). DOI:
10.1038/s41467-020-18980-x
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